Ever increasing on-chip integration in the semiconductor industry, spurred by miniaturization, is at the point where large-scale electronic systems can be put on a single chip.
Introduction
The semiconductor industry is undergoing yet another strategic revolution that is poised to transform existing business models. Ever-advancing miniaturization continues to increase the number of design elements that can be placed on an integrated circuit (IC), creating the possibility that large scale electronic systems can be built on a single chip. This "system-on-achip" (SOC) movement is engendering a marked shift in the approach towards creating, reusing, and licensing designs for ICs. In this increasingly complex world of system chips, a market for sub-chip design modules has begun to develop that could lead to new patterns for the division of labor in the industry.
Our analysis of this emerging phenomenon revolves around the functional design inventions that we call design modules (DMs). These design modules are combined in different ways to make marketable electronic end products, which typically include a very large number of these inventions. We analyze the SOC phenomenon by using a theoretical framework developed in Somaya and Teece (2000) , which describes how such multi-invention products may ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Some data were generously provided by Dataquest, part of the Gartner Group. Linden gratefully acknowledges support from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation through grants to the Competitive Semiconductor Manufacturing Center HR Group at UC Berkeley, and to the Berkeley Roundtable on the International Economy (BRIE). Somaya gratefully acknowledges research support from the UC President's Initiative for University-Industry Research and the Ryoichi Sasakawa Young Leaders Foundation. Useful comments were provided by Fabrizio Cesaroni, Bronwyn Hall, David Mowery, and three anonymous referees and conference participants at the Academy of Management meetings (Toronto, 2000) . * University of California, Berkeley. be assembled using three generic alternative organizational modes. First, firms may utilize only internally developed technologies to build integrated products entirely in-house. Second, specialized component firms may market inventions in embodied component form to system integrators, who make the end products. Finally, firms may specialize in making only the inventions, which are then licensed and integrated into products by other firms.
We analyze the emerging shift in the semiconductor industry through a comparison of the costs and benefits of making electronic products using these alternative organizational modesviz., internal organization, licensing markets, or component markets. We find that the SOC paradigm makes the licensing of semiconductor designs attractive, and that industry players are fostering institutional changes to further reduce the transaction costs entailed in licensing. At the same time, many large semiconductor firms are pursuing a more established integrated model based on in-house designs, and are competing for dominance with the licensing approach. But there are also complementarities between the two approaches, with the integrated firms being increasingly open to licensing external designs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section two describes the development of system-on-chip integration and design trading in the semiconductor industry. Section three analyzes this phenomenon in the context of the Somaya-Teece framework, and explores its implications for the organizational modes used in building electronic end products. Section four examines the strategic responses of various industry participants to this shift. Section five summarizes our analysis of system-on-chip in semiconductors, and discusses its implications for industry structure and firm strategy in multi-invention contexts generally. Section six concludes.
System-on-Chip, and Design Trading in the Semiconductor Industry
In the semiconductor industry, the drive to exploit ever-increasing miniaturization has led to a new trend towards putting large scale electronic systems on a single chip. For over three decades, following the well-known "Moore's Law", the number of transistors on an integrated circuit (IC) has more or less doubled every 18 months. 1 In the early 1960s, digital ICs contained fewer than 50 transistors. According to the 1999 International Roadmap for Semiconductors (SIA, 1999) , in 2001, the maximum number of transistors that can be fabricated on a single logic chip will reach 320 million, which is approximately 100 times the number of transistors on the original Pentium chip introduced in 1993. 2 The emerging system-on-a-chip (SOC) 3 trend implies the exploitation of this increasing "silicon real estate" to combine several different functions on the same IC instead of using it to enhance the functionality of specialized components -e.g., combining a processor with memory on one IC instead of making a higher capacity memory IC and a more powerful processor.
Although Dataquest, a market research firm, defines a system-on-a-chip as an IC with more than 100,000 gates of logic and incorporating at least one processor and one memory function on the same chip, 4 current SOCs are typically much larger and more complex than this minimal definition. In addition to memory and processors, other functions such as protocol converters, signal processors, and various input and output controllers are also being integrated in SOCs. While the semiconductor industry has witnessed various levels of on-chip functional 1 Moore's law was articulated by Dr. Gordon Moore, one of the founders of Intel, in 1965. 2 Continuing miniaturization has been the sine qua non of change in the semiconductor industry, but the buildup of potential seems to give rise to industry-wide restructuring only periodically. A wave of start-ups, including Intel, appeared between 1966 and 1972 to exploit the new integrated circuit ("IC") technology, and again a new wave, including LSI Logic, entered in the early 1980s to specialize in ASICs (or "application specific ICs"). 3 System-on-a-Chip is also called system-LSI, system-ASIC, or system-on-silicon. 4 Peter Brown, "Cautious Approach To VSIA," Electronic News: September 23, 1996. Gates are the basic building blocks of semiconductor digital circuits that are made from one or more transistors. integration in the past, 5 the recent focus on SOC promises radical improvements in cost, portability, and functionality of electronic end-products.
System integration on an IC has several advantages over integration on a conventional printed circuit board (PCB). First, it increases operating speeds, since on-chip integration bypasses the congested data buses on PCBs and enables data transfer at faster clock speeds. A related advantage is lower power consumption, since lower voltages are required for each signal.
Reduction in the size and complexity of end-use products resulting from fewer chips and minimal off-chip circuitry is a third major advantage of SOCs. Fourth, the consolidation of functions on a single chip can lead to lower unit manufacturing costs relative to fabricating several separate chips. 6 Fifth, the replacement of PCB interconnects with pathways on a single chip improves system reliability. These advantages are not only enabling downstream electronics manufacturers to improve the size, cost, and performance characteristics of existing endproducts, but also opening up new applications where bulky PCBs are unusable.
The enthusiasm for SOC in the semiconductor industry is being driven by a shift in the IC market from performance-oriented, computer-centric end uses to other applications that include low-end computers, intelligent consumer products, and a plethora of communication devices. As long as the high-end PC industry was the primary driver of the IC business, semiconductor firms competed aggressively to be the first to market with cutting edge "performance components" that were able to earn a premium over current technology. But recently, price-sensitive households 5 System-level integration in semiconductors has a long history, but the systems in question have become more complex. As far back as 1969, for example, a company called Mostek produced the first single chip calculator, which integrated basic functions like addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division (Borrus, 1988: 77) . The current SOC movement reflects a qualitatively different level of integration however, holding out the possibility of putting highly complex, multi-function electronic circuits entirely on a single chip. 6 However, SOC is currently uneconomical for the entire system in many applications (despite the name system-ona-chip), and certain specialty functions are often integrated into the system through separate ICs. Nonetheless, there are usually untapped cost advantages in increasing the level of on-chip functional integration, even if the entire system is not literally reduced to a single chip.
eager to access the Internet have assumed a larger share of the PC consumer base, 7 and portable electronic devices have grown into an important emerging market segment.
SOC-based systems fit excellently into this emerging market scenario. National Semiconductor Corp., for example, has put a PC on a single chip, replacing most of the dozens of separate chips typically found in a PC. National's SOC-PC has somewhat poorer performance than a leading-edge microprocessor and separate chip set, but this is not a liability in the "internet appliance" market targeted by National, where cost and "footprint" (i.e., size) are expected to be significant differentiators. Other emerging applications include cordless telephones, wireless local loop house-side boxes, internet set-top boxes, video game consoles, modems, and disk drives.
As these markets grow, SOC is steadily expanding its share of the semiconductor market.
According to Dataquest (Table 1) , SOC revenue in 1997, the first year the data was collected, was $7.6 billion, but by 2002 it is forecast to grow to nearly $40 billion, representing 11.8% of total semiconductor sales. Dataquest predicted in November 1999 that SOC would account for 40% of chip revenues by 2010.
The SOC movement resonates with an important problem being faced by the semiconductor industry. While the complexity and density of ICs has increased rapidly in keeping with Moore's law, improvements in the productivity of IC designers have failed to keep up. This has resulted in a so-called design productivity gap in the industry (Figure 1 ), which has grown substantially through the 90s. One way out of this situation could be the brute-force application of more engineers to design work. However, IC designers are already highly paid and in short supply, and increasing the size of design teams poses additional problems due to rapidly rising team coordination costs. Semiconductor firms hope that the reuse of existing designs in SOC products will help bridge this productivity gap. We find, however, that large chip firms have run into some problems with their attempts to institute design reuse (see Section 4.1).
[ Figure 1 about here]
Even if firm-level reuse of designs is established, many elements needed for an SOC may not be available in-house and will need to be built afresh, causing delays in new product introduction. Moreover, as SOCs become larger and more complex, it will become increasingly difficult for firms to remain competitive in all the functional design elements that are being integrated into SOCs. The solution to these problems appears to lie in the young and fastgrowing market for design modules (DMs), known in the industry as "IP blocks," "design cores," or "virtual components".
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According to Dataquest, trade in "macro" DMs grew rapidly from $16 million in 1995 to $140 million in 1998 (Table 2) .
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Using a broader definition of 10 "SOC market opportunities favor fewer players, says research firm" Electronic Buyers ' News, November 11, 1999. 11 The many names and acronyms used for design modules in the industry can lead to much confusion, which is compounded when they have different meanings in other contexts. For example, what is commonly referred to as IP in the industry (a circuit design that performs some function) isn't legally IP (intellectual property) at all. Similarly, virtual components are not components in the conventional sense, and are therefore inconsistent with the concept of components as used later in this paper. We therefore prefer our neutral term "design modules" (DM). 12 See Gary Smith, "Confusion In The 'IP' Market," Electronic News: March 15, 1999, for a definition of "macro cells". Data were obtained through personal communication with Dataquest analysts. design module that it adopted in 1998, Dataquest reported another large jump in the value of DM trade from $306 million in 1998 to $417 million in 1999 (Table 2) .
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Most of these traded DMs are being offered by so-called "chip-less" firms, which sell no semiconductor product of their own and rely entirely on licensing revenue from their designs.
[ Table 2 about here] SOC integration and design trading in semiconductors may be seen as complementary developments. The market for design modules could be instrumental in the effective orchestration of the industry's innovative resources in making SOC products. However, as we will explain in the next section, if DM trading is to occur on a large scale, institutional underpinnings such as industry-wide compatibility standards and market intermediaries are necessary. The growth in the value of traded DMs indicates that these structures are being put in place. Later in this paper, we examine how these changes have unfolded, and the ways in which various industry players have responded strategically to them.
Organizational Choices in SOC Design
The emerging SOC-based industry structure typifies the historical experimentation between integrated and ever more fragmented organizational modes of production in the electronics industry. Just as specialization in components proliferated in PCB-based electronic systems, the SOC era is showing signs of industry fragmentation driven by specialization in the disembodied semiconductor designs that are being licensed between firms. We analyze this shift 13 Personal communication with Dataquest. The new definition reads: "a semiconductor intellectual property block is a pre-designed function to be implemented in a semiconductor device. In some cases the functions are parameterisable, allowing a degree of customisation. These functions include physical library functions (analog or digital), basic blocks (such as counters and MUXs) and system level macros (also known as cores or virtual components) -including memory blocks. Specific IP elements may be supplied in soft, firm or hard forms and may be implemented in ASIC, ASSP or PLD devices." 8 in organizational modes in the industry using a framework for such "multi-invention products" introduced in Somaya and Teece (2000) . Based on the framework, we identify alternative organizational approaches to commercializing electronic end products, and analyze organizational choice as resulting from tradeoffs in transaction costs between these alternatives.
This section concludes with a discussion of the industry initiatives that have sought to reduce transaction costs in the licensing of semiconductor designs. [ Figure 2 about here]
In the next sub-section (3.2), we describe how these organizational modes are two of three generic alternatives in commercializing products that combine a large number of inventions, so called "multi-invention products". The third, a "licensing mode", is mostly absent under the PCB paradigm. This does not mean that there was no licensing between semiconductor firms in the many decades that PCB-based products have been commercialized. Licensing occurred through broad cross-licensing deals, sharing of process IP, or within strategic alliances.
But these were typically passive, IP-only licenses that merely removed impediments to commercialization posed by blocking legal IP rights (Grindley and Teece, 1997) , and did not involve any actual transfers of know-how or designs between firms.
14 The PCB era in the semiconductor industry also witnessed two crucial historical developments that created the context conditions for an effective licensing market in designs.
The first of these was the establishment around 1980 of silicon-based CMOS technology as a dominant design in semiconductor process technology.
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As long as many different process technologies were in use, standardization in SOC interfaces, an important precondition for DM licensing, would have been very difficult to achieve. Although other processes continue to be used for certain IC applications, CMOS process solutions are rapidly being developed for many of them (Figure 3 ).
[ Figure 3 about here]
The second key development was the emergence of design software that was capable of characterizing the CMOS process limits of different chip plants. This enabled the de-linkage of design and manufacturing in CMOS ICs, as reflected in the emergence, beginning in the early 1980s, of a burgeoning "fabless" segment -semiconductor design firms that outsource chip fabrication to "foundry" manufacturers (Macher, Mowery and Hodges, 1998) .
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14 The need to ensure access to such blocking IP rights led to very aggressive patenting practices among semiconductor firms (Hall and Ham, 1999) . 15 Over time, the temperature stability of silicon and low heat generating properties of CMOS ("complementary metal oxide semiconductor", a semiconductor device design that incorporates both p-channel and n-channel transistors) has made it the process of choice for all but a few specialized applications. 16 The authors suggest (pp. 134, endnote 35) that the "diffusion of MOS production technology facilitated the division of labor between device designers in fabless firms, who were able to operate within relatively stable design We analyze the evolution of the semiconductor industry using a framework introduced in Somaya and Teece (2000) (henceforth, the Somaya-Teece framework), which compares alternative ways to combine multiple inventions to make end products. As mentioned earlier, three generic approaches to commercialization are suggested by the framework, respectively labeled integrated, licensing, and component modes.
One way to understand the framework is through the stages at which inventions may be organizationally combined with others as one progresses towards commercialization of the end product ( Figure 4) . First, all relevant inventions may be combined within the same firm, where they are used internally to make the end product, resulting in an integrated mode. The integrated mode subsumes merger and acquisition activity through which ownership of inventions is consolidated into a single firm, and they may also witness some passive licensing.
are then assembled with others on a PCB. Depending on whether the ICs are freely traded or not, a component mode or integrated mode prevailed in the industry. With SOC, componentization of design modules is no longer technically feasible since the modules have to be integrated in pre-fabrication design, as well as in manufacturing (literally, since they are fabricated on the same wafer). The organizational choices available to the industry are thus reduced to integrated or licensing modes.
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According to the Somaya-Teece framework, the organizational modes likely to predominate in any given market segment can be determined by evaluating their relative organizational effectiveness, where effectiveness is measured by the advantages gained and costs incurred by organizing the associated transactions within firms or across firm boundaries. This "transaction cost" approach compares the costs and benefits of alternative organizational modes relative to a hypothetical ideal -that of well-functioning frictionless markets, which are treated as a datum. In the transaction cost literature, such markets are generally considered to be superior to bureaucratic internal organization within firms, but as transaction costs rise, internal organization becomes more attractive. Two types of transactions are of interest for our analysis -the licensing of inventions (design modules), and the sale of component products embodying the inventions. The framework suggests that when transaction costs in both licensing and components markets are high, an integrated mode will be favored. Likewise, when these transaction costs are low, either a licensing mode or a component mode is likely, depending on the relative level of transaction costs in each of these markets.
For example, early in the PCB era, high transaction costs associated with components sourcing led to internalization of the most important chip design and manufacturing stages, especially among leading mainframe computer firms. These transaction costs arose primarily from the systemic nature of the technology (Teece, 1996) , which required substantial coordination of innovation, and the associated problems of acquiring capabilities or components from relatively underdeveloped external markets in real-time, so called "dynamic transaction costs" (Langlois, 1991; Langlois and Robertson, 1995). 20 By contrast, the development of the electronic systems of the time could be coordinated quite effectively through intra-firm teams.
As these products became more and more complex however, the bureaucratic costs of such coordination became quite onerous, especially when compared to the modular strategies being pursued by entrants.
Modularization, spurred by increasing standardization of PCB interfaces, improvements in the capabilities of specialized semiconductor firms, and proliferation of open systems in the microcomputer era (such as those for the PC and client-server architectures), helped reduce transaction costs in components markets. Soon, component modes were widely adopted because they had strong advantages stemming from the strength of decentralized innovation in modular industrial systems (Langlois, 1992a; Langlois and Robertson, 1992) . IC component markets offered the benefits of high-powered market incentives, with the best-in-class IC suppliers being rewarded with large market shares. Integrated manufacturers who continued to employ inefficient internal divisions that were not competitive with market performance did so at their own peril.
21 20 The transaction costs in this context are more difficult to characterize in terms of Williamsonian asset specificity (Williamson, 1985) ; alternative descriptions such as those used here, appear to point more directly to their source. 21 During this phase, large firms like IBM and DEC that continued to rely on integrated structures, saw erosion of their market positions, despite large installed bases. DEC has since ceased to exist as an independent company, and While licensing modes provide similar benefits from modular innovation, they also entail many transaction costs, which we describe below. Comparatively, the transaction costs in components markets are low, reflecting the conventional coordination costs of exchanging goods between suppliers and integrators. These include the problems of ensuring quality and delivery from closely-tied suppliers, and the difficulties with coordinating design changes across a market interface, which are not too cumbersome when compared with licensing. Due to the relative effectiveness of component markets, the "active" licensing of design elements was virtually absent in PCB-based systems.
The Semiconductor Industry in the SOC Paradigm
Despite its advantages with PCB-based systems, with SOC, the component mode becomes untenable. Not only does on-chip integration require the simultaneous fabrication of all hypothetical "components" (since they are now on the same chip), but it also entails non-trivial integration of the designs into a single system, so that the SOC can not be readily subdivided into physical components. It is important to remember that SOC ICs are also ultimately assembled on PCBs, but the critical change being witnessed is the migration of a substantial portion of the circuitry, and hence of the "system", onto the SOC.
Lacking the possibility of a components mode, the emerging SOC-based semiconductor industry features a healthy competition between a networked industry structure based on the licensing of design modules and firms pursuing integrated modes using largely in-house designs ( Figure 5 ). Which of these two structures will eventually dominate, and how this is likely to vary by industry segment, can be evaluated by comparing their associated organizational costs.
IBM revived its business in part by forcing its captive divisions, including semiconductors, to compete on component markets.
Moreover, these organizational costs are likely to change over time as initiatives to reduce the transaction costs in licensing that we discuss in Section 3.5 play out, and organizational capabilities in integrating outsourced DMs evolve.
[ Figure 5 about here] An integrated mode for SOC anticipates the design of entire ICs within a single firm that has all the requisite technology in-house. These technologies may have either been developed internally or obtained through the acquisition of innovative firms. However, other firms may own legal IP rights that can block the use of these technologies, making passive, IP-only licenses (typically, as a part of cross-licensing arrangements) necessary to use them. In general, the integrated mode is a workable model for SOCs, and corresponds to the approach that many large semiconductor firms have initially taken. Integrated modes economize on the many transaction costs of (active) licensing markets for DMs discussed below. Integrated firms also typically own their own manufacturing facilities, which can provide further coordination advantages over licensing when there are complementarities between design and process features (Monteverde, 1995) . In addition, they can use more flexible intra-firm design interfaces, thus avoiding the performance penalties imposed by inflexible and slow-moving industry-wide standards.
Despite these apparent advantages, the integrated mode has some critical drawbacks.
Integrated firms may not have all the required technologies in-house to design certain SOC products. Even if in-house development is possible without infringing on the intellectual property rights of other firms, the duplicative reengineering (or inventing around) required may still be costly and time consuming. "Buying" the needed technologies by acquiring other firms is also somewhat costly, involving the use of highly imperfect merger markets. Most importantly, integrated modes sacrifice the benefits of modular innovation, viz. targeted market incentives for excellence in each DM (as against the end product), and fertile experimentation in alternative technologies and approaches. Furthermore, the internal political status quo that typically facilitates coordination across design domains under the integrated model can become a liability as it may actually block the adoption of best-in-class design elements from outside.
In comparison, the licensing of DMs may appear to be an attractive alternative to integrated modes, but licensing markets are also plagued with many transaction costs. These contractual difficulties are aggravated by the fact that innovation in the industry is extremely fast paced and licensing delays cannot be easily countenanced. An industry group estimates that the time required to locate, evaluate and license a DM is currently on the order of five months.
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By contrast, the time between introductions of new models of personal computers, an indicator of the pace of innovation in electronic systems, has shrunk in recent years to three months (Curry and Kenney, 1999) .
Transaction Costs in SOC Licensing Markets
Licensing markets in DMs are plagued by four types of interrelated transaction cost problems described in Somaya and Teece (2000) -respectively, technological interconnectedness, diffuse entitlements, value allocation, and monitoring and metering.
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Each of these, in turn, are slowing down the adoption of DM trading in the industry and forcing market players to seek out solutions to mitigate them.
When implemented in the same SOC, DMs need to be adapted and integrated with each other. Typically, these needs cannot be entirely foreseen, and consequently such technological 22 Virtual Component Exchange presentation in Santa Clara, CA, July 27, 1999. 23 Two other types of transaction cost, relating to the transfer of tacit know how and the strategic isolation of rents from complementary assets (Somaya and Teece, 2000) , are less relevant in DM licensing. We have also excluded from our analysis here the ordinary market-making transaction costs of locating and matching buyers and sellers, which are rapidly being reduced by the internet and B2B marketplaces.
interconnectedness implies that licensing contracts are somewhat open-ended, making it ambiguous as to who is responsible for solving problems that arise in integration. Licensing problems due to technological interconnectedness are reflected in the high levels of warranties and after-sales engineering support that DM suppliers are required to provide, and in the frequent complaints heard from licensees about lack of "cooperation" from DM suppliers in solving their design problems. While "plug and play compatibility" standards for DMs are a stated industry goal, it is still some distance from realization. Moreover, industry-wide standardization may not be a panacea for all cases; where the technology is extremely fast moving, bureaucratic, politicsridden public standards bodies may be too slow to coordinate the development of cutting edge design platforms.
A second source of transaction costs -diffuse entitlements -arises from the typically unclear allocation of IP rights for inventions in the industry. It is usually very difficult to identify beforehand all firms that own the IP rights that cover any given technology, leaving the parties exposed to substantial liabilities in the event of future litigation. This ambiguity arises not only because the technological domain is complex and rich in patents, but also because uncovering applicable IP rights is expensive and time consuming, especially when many relevant patents are yet to be issued. Further, patentees have incentives to strategically delay issue of their patents in order to hold up potential IP licensees for more rents. Consequently, the DM licensing arena has seen licensee demands for indemnity against IP litigation, which can be very expensive to provide, especially for small independent DM suppliers.
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Given the large uncertainties in the commercial prospects of technologies, valuation differences between the parties are notorious for causing impediments in licensing transactions between firms (Merges and Nelson, 1990; 1994) . Moreover, this is compounded by the fact that in multi-invention products, any technology is by definition used jointly with other technologies, making it difficult to evaluate any single technology's contribution to the generated surplus.
Legal uncertainties about the strength and scope of IP protection covering an invention further compound the valuation problem.
Finally, transaction costs also accrue from the monitoring and metering needs of licensing agreements, which exacerbate the contracting problems in each of the categories above.
When DMs are licensed, it is very difficult to determine, in advance, appropriate measures for its use (of concern to the licensor) or its performance (of concern to the licensee). Once a technology is licensed, the licensor may lose control over the specific uses to which it is put.
Although these may sometimes be limited by contract, the licensee invariably has some room to maneuver, which can cause unanticipated losses to the licensor. Monitoring and auditing problems also make it difficult to evaluate which ICs actually use the licensed DMs, and to determine appropriate license fees if licensees reverse engineer or modify the licensed design.
Absent robust tools to verify the performance of licensed DMs, licensors may also be concerned about the "quality" of designs they are getting, and about "allocating blame" for failures down the road. Standards being developed in the industry seek to address some of these measurement issues by defining objective specifications for evaluating and testing DMs.
In addition, DM providers are experimenting with licensing different kinds of DMs to mitigate licensing costs. DMs come in three formats that are differentiated by their extent of embodiment, in increasing order, as "soft", "firm", and "hard" DMs.
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Soft modules and hard modules reflect the advantages and disadvantages associated with markets for the ideal-type "inventions" and "components" respectively. Hard modules permit the fastest implementation because they have been verified for performance, area, and timing, which eliminates some of the most time-consuming tasks of SOC design. Soft modules, by contrast, offer much greater flexibility for adaptation to a specific application, but they have only been verified for functionality and require lengthy additional design and verification work. Soft modules also entail higher licensing costs, due to the risk from reverse engineering, and problems associated with technological interconnectedness and diffuse entitlements.
Reflecting this tradeoff, Advanced RISC Machines (ARM), an experienced vendor of RISC-based processor modules, only makes hard versions of its DMs available in the early stages of the product cycle. As the design becomes more commonly used and experience with it accumulates, ARM starts making "softer" versions available and allowing licensees to adapt it more closely to their needs.
To summarize our analysis so far, in the SOC-centric chip industry of the future, both integrated and licensing modes seem feasible alternatives, but each brings different organizational costs. As we will see below (in section 4), integrated firms have been quite successful in leveraging their internal capabilities into making SOCs, but other players in the industry, including many new firms, have taken on the challenge of making a licensing mode work. In part, this has found expression in vigorous attempts to reduce transaction costs in DM licensing through the creation of industry-wide standards for SOC design and reuse, and new institutional arrangements to facilitate DM trading. 25 Hard DMs are provided as mask-level data that is specially adapted to the process technology of a particular manufacturer, such as a foundry, while less embodied soft DMs provide a more abstract description of architecture to which it will be put and the structure of the deal (e.g. whether it is based on up-front fees or running royalties).
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A New Hampshire firm, Topdown Design Solutions, has generated a 28 See VCX website: www.vcx.org. As of June 2000, VCX had thirty-six members, and was scheduled to launch its on-line trading site in September. 29 Peter Clarke, "Design and Reuse exits IP catalog standards program," Electronic Engineering Times: March 20, 2000. SI2 represents "industry-leading silicon systems and tool companies focused on improving productivity and reducing cost in creating and producing integrated silicon systems" (online at: www.si2.org). 30 The company has also submitted the technology to VSIA as a possible future standard [Richard Goering, "IP99: Exec extols free-library model", Electronic Engineering Times Interactive: March 25, 1999] . 31 Richard Goering, "Startup looks to put price tags on IP cores," Electronic Engineering Times: February 8, 1999.
"simulation model" that allows a soft "IP block" to be evaluated by potential customers without revealing the code in which it is written, thus reducing concerns about reverse engineering.
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By reducing transaction costs, these innovations and institutions are collectively fostering the growth of the nascent market in DM licensing. In the next section, we look at the strategic responses of various actors in the industry to this emerging SOC scenario in the context of their historical capabilities and the organizational tradeoffs discussed above.
In Search of Strategy
Organizational modes in semiconductors are naturally chosen based on more than just the costs and benefits described in Section 3. In particular, pre-existing differences in capabilities and DM ownership have had an important impact on organizational choices. Based on these differences, the semiconductor industry has broadly split into two camps with respect to strategies for the SOC era. The first camp consists of large integrated firms that currently own the bulk of the industry's DMs. These firms are maintaining their emphasis on designing and manufacturing internally, taking advantage of external capabilities, i.e. traded DMs, only when necessary. The second camp consists of several specialized players, including smaller designonly firms, customer systems firms, chip foundries, and EDA software suppliers, that are developing a relatively new, networked business model of SOC design and manufacture configured around licensing markets for DMs. However, the stark differences between the integrated and networked groups mainly represent starting positions reflecting their respective historical capabilities, and these differences appear to be narrowing over time.
The initial differences between the two camps and their subsequent reduction are evident in the history of VSIA. When VSIA was established in 1996, several large semiconductor firms, 32 Ann Steffora, "Core Evaluation Made Easy," Electronic News: July 5, 1999. led by IBM, Motorola, and LSI Logic, expressed reservations about its standardization efforts and continued to pursue their own internal SOC business plans.
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Even though VSIA's proposals promised industry-wide benefits, integrated firms that were already able to achieve SOC designs with in-house technologies were hesitant to encourage competition in SOCs by facilitating a market for DMs. But as VSIA's standardization efforts made headway, it drew in most integrated firms, including the early dissenters. 
Integrated Firms
To be considered "integrated" by our definition, semiconductor firms need only design their system-on-a-chip products with little or no external licensing. However, in addition, many integrated firms also have their own in-house fabrication divisions. Integrated SOC firms usually fall into one (or both) of two categories: those with strong historic ties to electronic systems divisions in the same company, and those with extensive experience creating ASICs (application-specific ICs) or microcontrollers (microprocessors with a block of memory devoted to a customer-specific instruction set) for various end-use markets. Firms falling in the first category, some of which are also leading ASIC suppliers, include IBM, Lucent and Motorola in the U.S., NEC, Hitachi and Toshiba in Japan, and Infineon (formerly the semiconductor division of Siemens) and Philips in Europe. ASIC suppliers with no connection to internal systems 33 Brown [note 4 supra]. This response on the part of large integrated firms is not unusual, and parallels the initial response of integrated firms in the automobile industry (Langlois and Robertson, 1995, Chapter 5) and Applied Materials, the most integrated firm in the semiconductor equipment industry (Langlois, 1992b) A subset of these firms, shown in Table 3 , have long relied on pre-configured "standard cells" (the larger of which are roughly equivalent to design modules) that can be reused in multiple designs, suggesting that they were already well positioned for system-level integration.
But even in many of these firms, little communication occurred between IC design teams serving different end-user markets. Consequently, a single function could be re-designed several times within the same company instead of being designed once and reused. However, integrated firms have now recognized the need to adjust their internal organization and design practices to take advantage of SOC opportunities.
Building on their internal culture of modular design, integrated ASIC suppliers are reinforcing their design reuse practices to bridge the design productivity gap. According to a Dataquest survey, the average proportion of an ASIC that was reused from previous designs jumped from 22 percent in 1997 to 33 percent in 1998.
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Integrated firms are also addressing the tougher challenge of building reusable modules from their vast product portfolios, which were not originally designed for reuse. Firms such as NEC, Motorola, and Alcatel Microelectronics even created special task forces for this purpose. However, the initiatives to unpack legacy 34 In March 1999, VSIA also removed one of the last barriers to full participation of the major firms, such as IBM, by permitting members to specify which patents would be made available to other members as part of a standard, instead of operating under a presumption of contribution. 35 Peter Clarke, "Early users of IP cores could gain an edge from design reuse, " Electronic Engineering Times Interactive: June 22, 1999. 36 Alcatel Microelectronics established an internal "design factory" and tried to involve the original engineers in the redesign and documentation [Luke Collins, "Europeans Capitalize On Design's New World Order," Electronic Engineering Times Interactive: March 13, 1998 ]. NEC assembled teams of engineers from different divisions to rapidly build up a portfolio of reusable modules [Anthony Cataldo, "Japan struggles with design reuse in SOC era," Electronic Engineering Times Interactive: December 3, 1998 ]. And, in 1998, Motorola formed the Advanced Systems Technology Laboratory with an expected staff of about 300 engineers working on both, reclaiming legacy DMs and make them reusable have often encountered difficulties. For example, the DSP group in Lucent Technologies reportedly opposed efforts to make its designs available to other Lucent ASIC groups because it feared that this would undermine the market for its own stand-alone products.
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Such conflicts of interest arising out of the diffuse and somewhat long-term benefits of reuse are typical, requiring innovative organizational solutions from many integrated firms.
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Integrated firms have also been struggling with transforming internal design practices to enable reuse of new DMs. This transformation not only requires otherwise independent design units to adhere to a common design methodology, but also necessitates a major cultural change in the work habits of design engineers. Designing for reuse can almost double the work required to design a DM, while the benefits of reuse are realized later and possibly in some other part of the company. This makes it very difficult to convince design engineers to put in the extra effort.
Design engineers also appear to have a "cultural" bias against using DMs designed by other divisions because they fear unforeseen problems in SOC integration that they are not equipped to fix. LSI Logic and Texas Instruments, which were pioneers in design reuse, had a head start in dealing with many of these problems, 39 but other firms, like IBM and NEC, are catching up.
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The emphasis on design reuse in integrated firms underscores the preference for in-house capabilities in their SOC strategy. When gaps in internally available DMs are perceived, designs and supporting reusability of new designs [David Lammers, "Motorola sets up lab aimed at systems-onchip," Electronic Engineering Times Interactive: July 14, 1998]. 37 Ristelhueber, Robert, "Shaking up the Old Order," Electronic Business: January 1998. 38 For example, NEC faced problems convincing its business units to devote resources to developing DMs that would mostly benefit parts of the company outside their own divisional profit centers. Toshiba sought to overcome similar internal organizational resistance by adopting an internal licensing program that enabled business units to internalize the company-wide benefits. [Cataldo, note 36 supra] 39 LSI Logic started a DM reuse program called "CoreWare" in the early 1990s. Texas Instruments also began early, and had made a company-wide database of about 100 DMs available to its engineers by 1998. The company also maintains a slim "IP rescue squad" of about a dozen engineers to help engineers deal with the problems of reusing DMs [David Lammers, "Design reuse rules at TI's ASIC operation", Electronic Engineering Times Interactive: December 3, 1998.]. Integrated firms are also awakening to the value of the emerging market in DMs to address SOC opportunities. In most cases, this appears to be a one-way street, with integrated firms licensing external design modules for use in their own IC products but not licensing out.
LSI Logic, for example, used the MIPS RISC processor DM in its IC design for Sony's highly successful PlayStation video game.
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Over time, this trend appears to be intensifying; IBM expects that up to half its DMs will eventually come from outside vendors.
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Integrated firms do not necessarily view the use of external DMs as a threat to their dominance of the SOC market. SOC solutions require significant expertise in applicationspecific system design, as well as a deep understanding of the interactions between DMs and other elements, including software -areas where integrated firms have much to offer. Some 40 Russ Arensman, "In Silicon's Vise", Electronic Business: March 1999. The number of cores available in IBM's core library rose from 30 in 1996 to about 100 in 1999. NEC set up a 50-person group at its US subsidiary to help the company convert from custom ASIC design work to a more reuse-oriented approach. 41 which may presage an era of more robust licensing competition between integrated firms and other DM providers. The primary advantage of this strategy for integrated firms is the ability to leverage any given DM over multiple SOC opportunities, which an integrated firm may find difficult to pursue alone. Ultimately, integrated firms may have no choice in this matter -if the markets for DMs are successful and licensing becomes routine and low-cost, they may be forced to compete DM for DM, just as integrated firms were eventually obliged to compete in component markets for PCB-based products.
Networked Firms
Start-ups and other firms that do not have all the in-house capabilities of integrated firms have been experimenting with a licensing mode approach of the type discussed theoretically in Section 3. These firms execute SOC projects through a networked value chain involving some 45 Will Wade, "Design reuse revolution still trying to get off the ground", Semiconductor Business News: March 15, 1999. 46 Chris Edwards, "Motorola to step up licensing of its semiconductor IP cores," Electronics Times: July 3, 2000. Motorola was motivated by its keenness to retain erstwhile customers of its ICs, who are migrating to a SOC business model that involves DM providers and foundries. combination of design firms, customer systems firms, electronic design automation (EDA) software firms, integrators, and contract manufacturers. This business model is still in its early stages, and depends critically on the growing standards and institutions described in Section 3.5.
Moreover, it emerged during one of the worst downturns in the industry's history, and perhaps only after the current expansion (which began in 1999) plays out will we be able to evaluate its success.
Independent DM Providers
As the industry's attention turned to third-party DMs in the 1990s, many independent DM firms mushroomed, and over 200 were set up by 1998. 47 However, several of these firms focused on commodity DMs, such as those meeting new public standards (e.g. USB), and did not have defensible long-term appropriability positions. Faced with the many difficulties of making DM licensing work in a nascent market, many firms failed or were acquired, and their number quickly fell to less than 100.
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In fact, only a very small number of start-up firms have actually been successful as DM providers. In 1999, three such firms, ARM (Advanced RISC Machines), MIPS and Rambus, together accounted for more than fifty percent of the DM licensing business. develop "reduced instruction-set computing" (RISC) microprocessor designs, was one of the earliest entrants into DM licensing. With over thirty licensees and a strong presence in many application markets, it is arguably the most successful firm in this business.
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Two other processor DM companies, MIPS and DSP Group, are also considered successful today, but they took many years to develop their designs and customer relationships into a sustainable business.
Rambus, a 1990 California start-up, has capitalized on Intel's selection of its PC memory interface as the next-generation standard, and built up a substantial licensee base.
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These successful start-up DM firms appear to have pursued a number of key strategies.
First, they focused on design niches that have multiple disparate applications, where licensing modes have an advantage over integration due to the ability to access a broader market. Second, they have avoided DMs that rapidly lose value through easy duplication of their functionality, e.g. public standards-based one-time designs. Instead, they have preferred "architectural" modules, such as processors, which improve over successive generations. Third, these firms have implemented effective appropriability strategies to protect rents from their knowledge assets. Not only have they used legal intellectual property protection where possible, but also harnessed other mechanisms such as rapid time-to-market, complementary capabilities in sales and support, and network effects.
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In particular, network effects resulting from the growth of compatible IC Margaret Quan, "Phoenix, Sand merge to attain IP critical mass," Electronic Engineering Times Interactive: September 18, 1998.] 51 In September 2000, the company had a market capitalization of over $10 billion on half yearly (2000) revenues of $65.4 Million. 52 Rambus' position in the industry is highly controversial and the company is facing multiple lawsuits challenging its patents and practices. 53 DMs can be legally protected by an overlapping set of patent, copyright, and semiconductor maskworks protection rights, but none of these are a good fit to the precise kind of "invention" involved in creating DMs. That is not to say they are irrelevant. ARM has acquired over 60 patents, and recently sued another firm, picoTurbo, over elements of the latter's microprocessor design.
software and DM-specific engineering talent in system integration, as well as the DM's proven robustness in multiple applications, have been significant success factors.
Successful firms have also been diligent in providing adequate sales and support. In a business where technological interconnectedness is a pervasive problem, these firms have committed the resources to help diagnose and solve customer problems, even though the ratio of support to design effort can often be as high as three-to-one. DM providers with a commodity warehouse model have also been attentive to these needs, typically capitalizing on scale and scope economies in providing support for multiple DM offerings, which are not available to start-up DM providers. In addition, these commodity warehouse firms offer designs that are considered more reliable and proven, and provide credible warranties (i.e. someone to sue) in the event of unforeseen problems with the design. Hence, it's no surprise that they have managed to build a successful business where many a start-up has failed.
EDA Software Suppliers
Electronic design automation (EDA) software, which automates various stages of chip design, simulation, and verification, emerged as a separate industry segment in the 1980s. EDA firms also help engineers develop design methodologies, and have been in the vanguard of promoting design practices that would support a DM licensing market.
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EDA firms have long provided libraries of pre-tested design elements (called "cells") for use with their tools. Typically, these cell libraries are tailored to the design rules of one or more semiconductor manufacturers. Library cells can be as small as a few dozen logic gates, and are the basic building blocks from which modules and entire chip designs are constructed. As we 54 Michael Keating and Pierre Bricaud, respectively from Synopsys and Mentor Graphics, two leading EDA firms, literally "wrote the book" on design reuse (The Reuse Methodology Manual, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1998).
have seen in the previous section, EDA firms like Mentor Graphics and Synopsys have been quick to make the jump from library provision to DM distribution, in part by acquiring other DM firms and licensing their design modules along with quality customer support. Mentor sold its cell libraries in early 2000 and is now only in the DM business, but Synopsys continues to license both.
The third major EDA firm, Cadence Design Systems, has adopted a very different strategy, acquiring no DMs for its own portfolio, but specializing in design integration services for SOC products using third-party and customer modules. The design services business appears to have been a success for Cadence, and in July 2000, the company spun out the design services division as a stand-alone company under the name Tality.
Foundries
Pure-play foundries, which first appeared in Asia in the late 1980s, 55 rely entirely on IC manufacturing contracts from other firms to keep their costly high-end manufacturing capacity in constant use. To attract and retain these customers, they have started acting as brokers for design modules and offering design services. Their key allies in this endeavor have been independent cell library providers that tune their products to the design rules of the sponsoring foundry. A notable deal between TSMC, a leading Taiwanese foundry, and Artisan Components of California in August 1998 offered "free IP", for which Artisan forgoes the up-front licensing fee that is typical in the industry, and instead receives royalties from TSMC for each chip fabricated 55 Foundry services have long been provided by integrated chip manufacturers when they have excess capacity, but dedicated foundries alleviated some of the contractual hazards inherent in this excess capacity model. Although they were initially well behind industry leaders in terms of manufacturing technologies, foundries have since closed the gap. In addition to leading-edge process technology, these firms have developed flexible manufacturing systems that are the envy of many vertically integrated producers. using its design cells. The free IP model was quickly copied by TSMC's chief rival United Microelectronics (UMC), also of Taiwan.
Artisan's new strategy led many small cash-constrained cell library providers to exit the business, and even large firms like Mentor sold out to focus their energies elsewhere.
Independent DM providers initially looked askance at the "free IP" model, and questioned whether foundry relationships added as much value as their other licensing deals. 56 Nevertheless, most DM firms, including ARM, ultimately decided that they could not ignore the rapidly growing customer base of the foundries and signed deals to make foundry-specific versions of their modules available.
To complement this DM licensing activity, foundries have also set up design services businesses that Dataquest has dubbed "ASIC Lite" because they do not offer the full range of design services available from regular ASIC suppliers. integrated firms not only diminish the role of their system-level know-how and system design capabilities, but also limit their ability to effectively differentiate their products.
However, systems firms can also exploit opportunities emerging from the networked side of the SOC industry. The availability of design integration services from foundries and specialized firms like Tality, along with the availability of licensed DMs, allows systems firms to exercise more control over the SOC design process for their products. Moreover, many systems firms have long had their own IC design teams, which are being positioned to act as internal SOC integrators, using licensed-in design modules. For example in 1999, Quantum Corporation, the volume leader in hard disk drives (HDD) at the time, licensed a microcontroller module from NEC, a digital signal processor module from Texas Instruments, and a "read-channel" module from Lucent to create a single-chip solution for its drives.
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The company's strategy is to control the design to leverage its system-level understanding of the application, and dual-source the fabrication to maximize its leverage in price negotiations.
But not all system companies choose to tap into the networked business model in this way; some are content to fine-tune an application-specific reference design from an (integrated) SOC supplier.
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These firms are then free to focus their energies on the marketing end of the business -identifying consumer preferences, and harnessing emerging technologies to satisfy them. Moreover, reference designs can typically be adapted to meet a systems firm's product differentiation needs by using proprietary software. For example, Cirrus Logic, a fabless firm that introduced the data storage industry's first single-chip solution, allows its customers to port 60 David Lammers, "Cost crunch creates push for single-chip drive," EE Times: May 31, 1999. In October, 2000, Maxtor, a rival firm, announced that it was acquiring Quantum's HDD business. 61 A reference design of this type is known as a "customizable ASSP" (application-specific standard product). their own software to the SOC's microcontroller, providing Quantum's competitors with a somewhat different commercialization alternative to the one used by Quantum. 
Discussion
The SOC movement in the semiconductor industry and the concomitant creation of licensing markets for DMs provide an interesting test case for applying the Somaya-Teece framework. Firms experiencing technological change of the type driving the SOC movement typically face two central strategic questions. First, they would like to know how their industry is likely to be transformed by such an environmental shift. How will industry structure change?
Which sets of business models are likely to win out? And, which external developments are likely to alter the balance between these business models? Second, they would like to know how best to respond to the technological change. What products, markets, and technologies should they focus on, and what competencies or resources would they need? How can they reinforce these strategic positions? Should they consider acquisitions, licensing (both in and out), or divestment?
The framework, as applied here, clarifies the relevant factors needed to answer these questions for semiconductor firms in the SOC era. At the outset, it is important to clarify that SOC integration may not be attractive for all segments of the industry, or even for all components in a system. Technical hurdles in on-chip integration of certain components may impede the use of SOC solutions in some cases, and competition from PCB-based component modes is a significant factor in others. Where the cost and functional (size, power, and system speed) advantages offered by SOC are not significant, and fast-paced innovation requires the 62 Lammers [note 60 supra].
freedom to mix and match components, PCB-based component architectures are likely to continue.
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In applications where SOC integration is used, the Somaya-Teece framework can be used to compare alternative organizational modes for commercialization, and to make reasonable assessments as to which ones are most likely to be more successful. To this end, in this paper, we have evaluated the costs and benefits of organizing DM-related transactions through licensing modes or integration within firms. Our analysis is summarized in Table 4 . Transaction costs stemming from various sources discussed earlier are the primary drawbacks of using licensing modes. However, through modularization, licensing markets also provide more targeted economic incentives, facilitate greater innovative experimentation, and enable widespread use of best-in-class technologies in SOC commercialization.
[ Table 4 about here] Overall, even though integrated and licensing modes coexist in the industry, the distribution of costs and benefits suggests that integrated modes currently enjoy the upper hand.
However, various factors may shift the balance over time. The success of standardization efforts in modularizing innovation in IC design and the growth of institutional arrangements (and technologies) that support DM trading are likely to lower transaction costs in licensing modes, allowing them to become more effective than governance-intensive integrated modes. Integrated modes, in turn, may benefit from other developments, such as the emergence of effective markets for mergers and acquisition. If new technologies can be successfully absorbed within integrated firms through such markets, some, but not all, of the natural advantages of licensing modes could be neutralized. Moreover, even if SOC standardization efforts succeed, in fast moving application domains, the public standards process may be too slow and bureaucratic to effectively respond to the needs of innovation. Consequently, integrated modes, with their internally governed proprietary interfaces, may be more effective at producing cutting edge performance SOC products.
In response to the second set of strategic questions we posed, firms in the semiconductor industry are clearly pursuing a number of different strategies to address the technological shift created by SOC. In this context, the Somaya-Teece framework is useful as a tool to figure out The framework also suggests ways in which firms can influence their environment to their advantage. For example, the success of standardization efforts to make licensing more effective depends on both technical and organizational factors. While the technical feasibility of effective standards is primarily an exogenous factor, the industry-wide cooperation required in standards setting is open to strategic influence from industry participants. Firms may choose to encourage or impede these efforts depending on whether or not a licensing mode will benefit them. Indeed, we have seen that large integrated firms were not very helpful to VSIA in its early stages. Only when it became evident that there was considerable momentum behind VSIA did they join in to make sure that the new standards would not be detrimental to their interests.
Similarly, networked firms were in the vanguard of organizations such as VSIA, VCX, and RAPID since they had the most to gain from the success of licensing markets.
Moreover, once such market facilitating efforts gain momentum, individual firms and other new coalitions begin to address gaps in the evolving structure, thus creating positive spillovers for the entire process. For example, as the licensing of third-party DMs made inroads, new design portals, DM catalogs, and DM evaluation and encryption firms have mushroomed, which in turn has begun to further lower transaction costs in DM licensing markets. Thus, early strategic actions can have a disproportionate impact on eventual industry outcomes, and constitute an important endogenous fulcrum around which incumbents can leverage their historical position in the industry.
In sum, the SOC movement in the semiconductor industry has been expanding from the domain of integrated large firms to include greater numbers of networked firms in its ambit.
Despite recent successes, it is not yet clear if, and to what extent, the licensing approach to SOC will be successful in the long run. Looking forward, the general framework we have introduced here can be used as an organizing template in multi-invention contexts like SOC to understand industry evolution, and as a guide to key strategic decisions in positioning, resource allocation, licensing, capability acquisition, and divestment.
Conclusion
In this essay, we have provided an analysis of the early-stage infrastructure and resulting firm strategies for SOC integration in the semiconductor industry. Based on our research in the trade press and interviews with a small number of experts, we have sought to systematically present a number of key facts about the SOC phenomenon, and inductively organize them DRAFT VERSION (10/26/00). ALL COMMENTS WELCOME.
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around an emerging theory of organizational choice in highly innovative contexts. We believe that the general approach of our analysis can be extended to other multi-invention industries, although our specific conclusions may have little external validity outside the SOC-centric electronics industry.
Overall, the theoretical premise that both integrated and licensing modes have their merits for SOC integration appears to have been borne out. While historically integrated firms began with an integrated approach to SOC, smaller design firms, foundries, customer systems firms, and EDA software producers appear to be successfully pioneering a networked model based on licensing markets. The success of ongoing institutional and infrastructure developments will determine the prominence of each of these organizational modes in the future.
To the existing literature on modularity and organizational choice Robertson, 1992, 1995; Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996) , this paper has added the study of modularity in innovation, where organizational choices include a licensing mode, in addition to components and integrated ones. We have also extended the Somaya-Teece framework to include dynamics -in the endogenous relationship between firm behavior and evolving industry structure -and history -in the role of pre-existing capabilities when discontinuous change occurs. Lastly, although we have not focused on it in this paper, the framework could also be extended to address important questions of public policy. 
